
Motorsport Vision.

Brands Hatch.

IPCCTV Migration and Supporting Infrastructure.

An ageing analogue CCTV solution needed to be refreshed to ensure better 
quality footage and more detailed reviews of post-race incidents. The 
requirement for an updated and refreshed control room was also highlighted.

The Client

Brands Hatch is one of 6 race tracks owned by MotorSport Vision in the UK. It is located in West 
Kingsdown, Kent. Originally used as grass track motorcycle circuit, it has hosted 12 runnings of the British 
Grand Prix between 1964 and 1986 and currently hosts many British and international racing events. 
Paddock Hill Bend is a renowned corner. Gerhard Berger once said that Brands Hatch is ‘the best circuit 
in the world’. 

MotorSport Vision was founded in 2004 by a team which included Jonathan Palmer, Formula 2 
Championship Winner in 1983 and competitor in over 80 Formula One Grand Prix over the following 6 
years. Owning and operating 6 race tracks in the UK, MotorSport Vision has an event portfolio ranging 
from major two and four wheel championships to organising PalmerSport corporate driving events.   

Objectives

The client needed to upgrade their ageing analogue CCTV solution, which fed through to individual 
monitors in their control room. The existing solution utilized a co-axial cable infrastructure platform, with 
no flexibility with regards to expansion and strategy. With x22 individual monitors linked to the existing 
x18 analogue cameras, usage was impaired and quality of footage was sub-par. Post-race incidents which 
needed to be examined were hampered by low-resolution pictures. New cameras needed to be installed 
but the client did not want to add an ageing, legacy and inflexible solution.
The client objective was to mitigate the issues faced, and provide a stable platform for a scalable 
solution. The solution needed to be robust, exist on a single IP platform, be user friendly, be able to 
provide high-quality images and not impair the existing network.

Migrate existing analogue CCTV platform to Avigilon IPCCTV platform and install 
supporting fibre and copper infrastructure. Provide a state-of-the-art control 
room for new IP control platform.
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The Solution

DWM installed an Avigilon IPCCTV platform for all existing and future cameras to exist on. Key cameras 
were replaced with Avigilon POE cameras with supporting network infrastructure to facilitate the 
migration. Existing analogue cameras were converted to digital via an encoder, allowing them to be used 
with the digital Avigilon platform; increasing their usability and image quality. This allowed for a phased 
deployment of Avigilon cameras, ensuring budgets were set and kept whilst immediately increasing 
performance of existing cameras and enhancing total usage via the Avigilon Control Centre Application. 
The solution included infrastructure upgrades to key locations to support a totally IP based camera 
solution – this was via both copper and fibre optic cabling. 

The control room was also totally refreshed to take advantage of the improved user interface of the 
viewing software. This consisted of removal of all the single use display screens and associated bracketry 
to make way for x3 60” LG Commercial HD displays. All existing cameras could be viewed on any of the 
screens and enlarged and replicated using the easy-to-use Avigilon ACC interface. 

The new digital platform coupled with the enhanced and innovative control room allows race room staff 
to easily view live and recorded footage in HD quality, ensuring incidents are reacted to expeditiously 
and safely. 

Ongoing Support

DWM is currently working with Motor Sport Vision on further projects at the various sites including 
Snetterton, Cadwell Park, Brands Hatch and Oulton Park.

We work closely with Motor Sport Vision to advise and introduce new, forward thinking and innovative 
technologies. Ensuring they are fully aware of relevant movements in the technological world.
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